PRESS RELEASE
Galitt trainings, a key success factor!
Boulogne-Billancourt (France), January 19th, 2012
In the world of card payment and electronic transactions, the drive to innovation is a day-to-day
challenge in a regulatory and organizational framework. Our habits and way of life are
consequently changing. Within the last few years, mobile and contactless solutions have been
significantly emerging. In the mass transit market, these solutions have been quickly adopted
whereas in payments, they are progressively and quite slowly expanding. The development and
the diversity of projects addressing card and contactless applications but also payment and NFC
services make crucial a global understanding of these complementing issues.
With additional skills resulting from the takeover of GFI Monetic and Aqualyse companies, its
commitment in multiple innovative projects, Galitt growth allows a strong support to its
customers’ evolutions. A strong synergy between Galitt experts has allowed to building an
extended training offer, bringing a detailed understanding of actors, technologies and systems.
“Galitt is playing a major role in the reengineering of payment factories, in the Europeanization of
bank systems, and in the development of NFC payment and services on mobiles, in Europe and in
the United States. This role is consistent with our policy of partnership with our customers, which
requires a long lasting commitment built on quality and durability” declared Gerard
TCHAKGARIAN, the President of Galitt. “We have developed new seminars which increase our
offer and respond to a growing demand from our customers”.
Galitt training offer includes tree main topics: Basics (payment systems, EMV), new technologies
(contactless, NFC & mobile, e-ticketing) and security (PCI, cryptography, fraud).
About Galitt (www.Galitt.com) – For more than 20 years, Galitt has been offering consulting and
services in payment systems and secure electronic transactions. Regarding consulting and
assistance, Galitt is providing its customers with services from strategic choices to system
implementation via system design and support: business consulting, EFT business analysis and
expertise, audit and security, design, specification & project management, acceptance testing,
technical assistance and development, training. Engineering and technology activities are covering
bespoke development, software integration, turnkey solutions, hosted solutions and testing
software. Galitt indeed offers petrol and loyalty card solutions (Catti™), simulators (KaNest®),
personalization validation tools (VisuCard®) and added-value solutions (VisuBank®, private
labels…).
Being the reference in payment systems and electronic transactions, Galitt is the leader in France
in all its businesses, and a worldwide leader in providing test tools and expertise in payment
innovation.
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